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Summary

Low-temperature geothermal resources have become very competitive thanks to their considerable environmental benefits, including the reduction in CO2 emissions and other greenhouse gases. Geothermal systems for heating or cooling of buildings use heat
available in the upper part of the subsurface; this is often done via Ground Soil Heat Pump systems that can be generally closed or
open. The former are considered in this study. Closed systems are commonly known as Ground-Coupled Heat Pumps (GCHPs). In
a GCHP system, heat is extracted from or rejected to the ground via an external closed circuit constituting the ground heat exchanger
(GHE) through which pure water or antifreeze fluid circulates. The GHEs commonly used consist of high-density polyethylene
pipes (HDPE) installed in either vertical boreholes or in horizontal trenches. This paper deals with heat exchangers installed inside
foundation piles; heat extraction from the subsoil is investigated in the case of clay and dry sand and in saturated sand where groundwater flow occurs. Moreover, in examining the role of groundwater flow in the performance of GHEs, the paper investigates to what
extent taking into account the right velocity field for seepage around the pile instead of using a schematic uniform value affects the
results. A mathematical model in 2D space is introduced, comprising a pair of parabolic and elliptic partial differential equations for
soil temperature and the groundwater velocity field, respectively. The equations are solved numerically by means of the Finite Difference Method and Finite Element Method, respectively. The numerical model is validated by comparing the results of the conduction
equation with the solutions of cylindrical and infinite line source (CILS and ILS) and those of the advection-diffusion equation
with a moving infinite line source (MILS) model. The results show that groundwater flow is able to restore the initial undisturbed
temperature in the subsoil very quickly and it is essential to take into account the correct seepage field around the GHEs to estimate
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1. Introduction
At present fossil fuel reserves are being rapidly
depleted, the cost of energy is rising continuously
and the environmental impact of conventional energy production has been acknowledged to be too
high [FIELD et al., 2012]. Hence for domestic and industrial heating/cooling, exploitation of low-temperature geothermal resources (considered renewable in the technical literature) may be seen to generate fewer negative externalities: such resource use
favours the reduction of CO2 emissions and other greenhouse gases [LUND, 1997]. Measurements
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of temperatures characterizing the state of the soil
show that: (i) the amplitude of temperature fluctuations decreases with depth; below ~1.5 m from the
ground level temperatures are not significantly influenced by diurnal fluctuations in the atmosphere
[SILLIMAN and BOOTH, 1993]; (ii) temperatures in the
subsoil below a certain depth from the ground level
(~ 8-10 m) keep relatively constant throughout the
year; temperature normally follows the geothermal
gradient, usually represented by a 1 °C increase per
20 to 40 m of depth [ANDERSON, 2005]. Therefore the
subsoil can be regarded as an infinite “heat sink” at
nearly constant temperature, more suitable than the
atmosphere for exchanging heat with conditioned
buildings by means of heat pumps (indeed, the subsoil is generally warmer than the outside air in winter and cooler in summer). Geothermal systems for
heating/cooling of building use heat available in the
upper part of the subsurface. This is often done via
Ground Soil Heat Pump systems that can be generally closed or open. Closed systems are widely known
as Ground-Coupled Heat Pumps (GCHP), using the
subsoil as a heat source or sink. Open systems are
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Fig. 1 – Scheme of vertical heat exchanger and cross section.
Fig. 1 – Schema di scambiatore di calore verticale e sezione.

known as Groundwater Heat Pumps (GWHP), using
groundwater as a heat source or sink. In this study
GCHPs are considered.
In summer the subsoil can be used to store
the extracted heat from a conditioned space via
a GCHP, thereby limiting the heating of the atmosphere. In winter, the process may be reversed
and the heat pump may extract heat from the relatively warm subsoil, transporting it into the conditioned space of the building. In a GCHP system,
heat is extracted from or rejected to the ground via
an external closed circuit constituting the GHE,
through which pure water or antifreeze fluid circulates. The GHEs commonly used consist of HDPE
pipes installed in either vertical piles or in horizontal trenches [LUND, 1997; YANG et al., 2010; FLORIDES
and KALOGIROU, 2007]. As an alternative to the described configuration, the external circuit can be
installed at the base of the superficial foundation
of the building or inside foundation piles (called in
this case energy piles, Fig. 1).
This paper focuses on heat exchangers installed
inside long foundation piles, for which 2D flow conditions can be considered valid. Over the years various analytical, numerical and hybrid models have
been developed and used to estimate the heat transfer in and around GHE piles. Classical analytical
solutions for dimensioning vertical ground heat exchangers are Kelvin’s line source [KELVIN and THOMP-

SON, 1882; INGERSOLL et al., 1954] and the cylindrical
source model [CARSLAW and JAEGER, 1946] which allow for the heat conduction process in the subsoil
by assuming, respectively, the pile as an infinite line
source at constant temperature and as a buried cylindrical pipe with infinite length, both neglecting the
edge effects at the base and at the head of the pile.
Major progress was made by ESKILSON [1987] who
solved the heat-conduction equation via a finite difference method, providing a model able to allow for
temperature responses for multiple piles as well. In
2002 an analytical solution to the finite line source
was developed in [ZENG et al., 2002], considering the
influences of the finite length of the pile. Numerical solutions were carried out in LEE and LAM, 2008,
FLORIDES et al., 2012, KOOHI-FAYEGH and ROSEN, 2012.
All the methods mentioned above are based on Fourier’s law of heat conduction and take into account
neither the effects of groundwater flow nor the heat
transported by the fluid. First, CHIASSON et al. [2000]
reported the effect of groundwater flow on the thermal performance of single and 4×4 piles in various
geological conditions using a 2-D finite element
method. Indeed, various analytical models are available including the line source model with groundwater advection proposed in SUTTON et al. [2003],
DIAO et al. [2004] and recently in MOLINA-GIRALDO
et al. [2011]. Other works adopting a numerical approach were developed in FAN et al. [2007], LEE and
LAM [2012] and CHOI et al. [2013]. In particular, the
latter [CHOI et al., 2013] investigates the influence of
both direction and rate of groundwater flow on different types of GHE arrays: single line, L-type and
rectangular. The single line array was the type most
influenced by the direction of the groundwater flow,
while the rectangular assay appeared the most sensitive to flow rate. They concluded that numbers of
heat exchangers positioned along the flow direction
should be avoided because in energetic terms they
interact negatively with each other. The greatest efficiency occurs when the array of piles is positioned
transversely to the water flow. All these models assume a horizontal groundwater flow with a unidirectional and uniform seepage velocity. Summing up,
groundwater flow is known to improve on heat exchange and accelerate the establishment of steadystate conditions especially when piles are aligned
normal to the direction of water flow.
A major problem of GCHP systems involves
their questionable capacity to maintain their performance over time, being subject to losses of efficiency.
The thermal load of buildings is often unbalanced,
i.e. the cooling requirement is predominant and the
system rejects more heat into the subsoil than it extracts from it or, conversely, the heating demand is
greater and net heat extraction may accumulate over
the years. In both cases in a volume all around the
GHE, the temperature is perturbed and after an an-
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nual cycle the natural temperature field may fail to
be restored. In this case, after some years in operation the system reaches a new temperature equilibrium, which is unfavourable in energetic terms.
This requires the exchanger length to be significantly greater than the required length for an annual
well-balanced load.
Fortunately this phenomenon is offset by
groundwater flow, when present. Therefore, seepage is beneficial to the thermal performance of GHEs
since it has a slight effect in restoring the equilibrium temperature around the GHE, both in heating
and cooling modes [DIAO et al., 2004].
Hence this paper investigates the role of
groundwater flow on the performance of GHEs,
starting from the results obtained by CHOI et al.
[2013] discussed above. In particular, most contributions to this topic assume seepage water flow to
be unidirectional and uniform in the examined domain and neglect the obstacles represented by GHEs
that deflect the flow. To overcome this limit, a mathematical model is introduced where the heat advection–diffusion equation is considered combined
with the groundwater velocity equation (discussed
in §2). Therefore the soil temperatures established
in clay, dry sand and saturated sand by the GCHP
system operating in heating mode are calculated in
2D plan-view, solving the advection-diffusion equation (with null velocity in dry sand and clay) via the
Finite Difference Method (discussed in §3.1). In
the case of saturated sand the equation for velocities is integrated by using the Finite Element Method on Matlab platform (discussed in §3.2). First
simulating the GCHP system, the numerical model was validated with the analytical solutions available in the literature (discussed in §4). The results
of the GCHP system operating in heating mode are
shown in §5; in particular, for saturated sand different solutions were computed, assuming (i) uniform unidirectional water velocity, (ii) unidirectional water velocity varying around the pile, (iii)
bidirectional water velocity (both components) varying around the pile, to investigate the role of the
fair estimation of velocity and to what extent proper modelling of groundwater flow around the pile
affects the results.

2. Modelling of uncoupled groundwater flow
and heat transport
Heat can be transported through a saturated porous medium in the following three ways: (i) conduction through the solid phase; (ii) conduction
through the liquid phase; (iii) advection through
the liquid phase. The equation governing heat transport in a saturated porous medium through which
water flows is a partial differential equation of the ad-
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vection-diffusion type [FREEZE and CHERRY, 1979]. By
applying the law of energy conservation to a control
volume, the equation for heat transport is found, expressed as:

Ugcg

o
wT
 U c vT    k eff T
wt w w

0

(1)

where T is the temperature of the rock matrix and
water and V is Darcy’s velocity [BEAR, 1988; DOMENICO
and SCHWARTZ, 1998].
The effective thermal conductivity keff can be
described by considering the volume fractions and
conductivities of the individual phases; for a parallel
arrangement of fluids and solids (parallel conduction
model), the accepted relationship is [LAGARDE, 1965]:
k eff

nk w  (1  n)k s

(2)

The volumetric heat capacity of the bulk porous
medium (Ugcg) can be computed as the weighted
arithmetic mean of solid (Uscs) and water (Uwcw) capacity:

U g cg

nU w c w  (1  n) U s c s

(3)

For 2D problems, i.e. plan view, equation (1) can
be rewritten as:

Ugcg

§w 2T w 2T ·
§ wT
wT ·
wT
 Uwcw ¨¨v1  v2 ¸¸  keff ¨¨ 2  2 ¸¸ 0 (4)
wt
wy ¹
wy ¹
© wx
©wx

The 2D advection-diffusion equation (4) for zero flow-velocity reduces to the heat-conduction equation. The modulus (combined with direction) of water velocity can be obtained by Darcy’s law:
o

v = – K h

(5)

where K is the hydraulic conductivity of the medium
and h is the hydraulic head.
By applying the law of mass conservation to a
control homogeneous soil volume with isotropic hydraulic conductivity, K, and making use of Darcy’s
law (5), the equation defining the hydraulic head
distribution in a compressible soil may be expressed
as:

 K 2 h

wH v
wt

(6)

where HQ denotes the volumetric strain.
Here, equation (6) is studied for the 2D problem
in steady conditions: undisturbed conditions are reproduced on a horizontal plane at a depth greater
than 2 m from the ground surface where the soil-atmosphere interaction can be neglected. Therefore,

§ w 2h w 2h ·
K ¨¨ 2  2 ¸¸
wy ¹
© wx

0

(7)
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3. The numerical model
3.1 Advection-diffusion equation
The soil temperature field established in a clayey
volume or in a dry or saturated sandy volume around
a GHE operating in heating mode is calculated in 2D
plan-view (considering an infinite GHE in the vertical direction), solving the heat advection-diffusion
equation via a finite difference method. The following assumptions have been made in developing the
mathematical model of the GHE:
(i) the soil is a homogeneous porous medium;
clay, dry sand and saturated sand were analysed. The
soil thermal and hydraulic properties are assumed
constant and are reported in table I. It is worth noting that temperature has an influence on several
physical parameters, namely: i) density and viscosity
of water which in turn influence the hydraulic conductivity, ii) heat capacity and iii) thermal conductivity of the porous medium. According to the studies
of HECHT-MENDEZ et al. [2010], since temperature variations due to the energy pile system are commonly small (3-5° degrees), simulation errors produced
from using constant hydraulic conductivity, heat capacity and thermal conductivity are small and acceptable.
(ii) a rectangular plan-view of the system at a
depth greater than 2 m from the ground surface,
where the temperature is not influenced by fluctuations, was analysed; thus the soil-atmosphere inter-

action and the axial effects along the GHE were neglected (Fig. 2). As regards the first assumption, a
system of foundation piles, like that discussed herein, is disconnected from the soil-atmosphere interaction. Indeed, the design provides a horizontal concrete foundation at the heads of the whole pile system. Nevertheless, in accordance with recent studies
by MENBERG et al. [2013], the heat flux from the basement of buildings is expected to be the driving force
for subsurface warming in many urban areas as was
found in the subsurface of the city of Karlsruhe, Germany, over a period of 35 years (from 1977 to 2011).
However, here these effects are neglected in the energy balance (eq. 1). With regard to the axial effects,
MOLINA-GIRALDO et al. [2011] stress that the axial effects are more important for low groundwater velocities, especially for Peclet number, Pe, lower than 10.
Assuming the Peclet number as: Pe=vH/Įeff in agreement with MOLINA-GIRALDO et al. [2011], where H is
the pile length, v the water velocity and Deff the thermal diffusivity, for the soil properties and field of velocities investigated in this paper and a pile length
higher than 10 m, the Peclet number is always higher than 10. Therefore the axial effects could be neglected without making large errors;
(iii) first the groundwater flow is assumed unidirectional along the y axis over the entire domain,
neglecting the effect of the GHE which is an obstacle to the water flow. When the combined model is
considered, the values of the water velocity component along the y and x axes that occur around the

Fig. 2 – a) Plan-view of the domain analysed plus boundary and initial conditions applied, b) detail of the domain around
the pile where the results were elaborated.
Fig. 2 a) Vista in pianta del dominio analizzato e condizioni al bordo ed iniziali applicate; b) dettagli del dominio intorno al palo dove i
risultati sono stati elaborati.
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pile are obtained from the groundwater flow equation via the FEM method (see §3.2). By using a 2D
model, the vertical component of groundwater flow
is not taken into account. However, an infinite slope
with low inclination (5°) is considered here, and at
depths far from the upper boundary (where the effects of infiltration and evaporation can be neglected) groundwater flow can be assumed parallel to the
slope. Therefore, in agreement with IVERSON [1990],
for the low slope angle the horizontal component of
head gradient prevails over the vertical;
(iv) the sizes of the rectangular domain investigated are respectively Ly= 576 m and Lx = 6 m; the
pile is placed at yb = 35.7m away from one of the sides
of the rectangle. Since the sides in direction y are impermeable to heat and water flows and are thus axes of symmetry for the problem in hand, the geometry is able to simulate a system of infinite number of
piles aligned normal to the direction of water flow
(see Fig. 2);
(v) a square geometry is adopted to approximate
the shape of the pile acting as a GHE; the pile is modelled empty, directly at contact with the soil (Fig. 2);
only heat advection-diffusion outside the pile (in the
ground) is modelled, having assumed the whole concrete section at the same temperature of the edge of
the pile as in KOOHI-FAYEGH and ROSEN [2012], CHIASSON et al. [2000], DIAO et al. [2004] and MOLINA-GIRALDO et al. [2011]. The sizes of the pile section are
lx=ly= 0.6 m;
(vi) the thermal and physical properties of soil
and its temperature at the far-field boundaries of the
examined plan domain are set constant over time.
The values adopted are summarised in table 1;
(vii) the analyses are carried out over one year,
tt=365 days, referring to a typical building located in
Naples (Climatic Zone C, DPR 412/93 [DPR, 412,
1993]), heated only during the winter and for part
of the day; the system operating in heating mode is
modelled by extracting a heat flow, qs, of 21 W/m2 (at
the interface between the soil and the pile) over 137
days per year (i.e. the period over which the system
works, tw). Otherwise the heat flow is assumed null.
However, the system works 10 hours per day; during
the other 14 hours of the day no heat is extracted.

where:
:1

k eff
Ug cg
O Uc ,D Uc ,
w w
w w
equation (4) takes the following form:

O

§w 2T w 2T ·
wT
wT
wT
 v1
 v2
D ¨¨ 2  2 ¸¸ 0
wt
wx
wy
wy ¹
© wx

( x, y )  : 1
0  t  tt
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(9)

x

y

 ^xb d x  x b  l x , y b d y d y b  l y `;

The initial boundary conditions adopted are the
following:

T ( x, y,0)

T0

15.5q

T(x,0, t) T (x, L y,t ) T0 15.5q



wT
wT
(0, y,t)
(L , y, t) 0;
wx
wx x

( x, y )  :
0 d x d Lx , 0  t d tt

(10)

(11)

0  y  Ly , 0  t d tt (12)

The conditions adopted around the pile are:
yb d y d yb  l y

wT
 k eff
( xb , y, t )
wx

q s , t d t w,t d 10hoursday,
°
®0, t d t w , t ! 10hoursday,
°0, t ! t ,
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¯
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where qs =21W/m2
yb d y d yb  l y

 k eff
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( xb  l x , y, t )
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°
®0, t d t w , t ! 10hoursday,
°0, t ! t ,
w
¯

(14)
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 keff
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q s , t d t w,t d 10hoursday,
°
®0, t d t w , t ! 10hoursday,
°0, t ! t ,
w
¯

(15)

xb  x  xb  l x

 keff

With the definitions:

^0  x  L ,0  y  L `

wT
( x , yb  l y , t )
wy

qs , t d t w,t d 10hoursday,
°
®0, t d t w , t ! 10hoursday,
°0, t ! t
w
¯

(16)

The far-field boundary conditions (11) are imposed on the x sides of the analysed domain: the
temperature is always equal to the initial one, 15.5°;
Neumann’s boundary conditions of zero heat flux
(12) are imposed on the y sides, that are considered
axes of symmetry. This assumption is justified by
the hypothesis of a unidirectional groundwater flow
over the entire numerical domain along the y axis.
At the interface between the soil and the pile, heat
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exchange can be expressed by means of Neumann’s
boundary condition (Eqs. 13-16) (Fig. 2).
The governing equation of heat transfer (9-16)
is solved numerically by using the Upwind Method,
e.g. [D’ACUNTO, 2012], as briefly described below.
Setting the soil temperature:

Ti ,jk T xi , yk , tj

T (i ' x, k ' y, j' t )

i 1,..., n x , k 1,..., n y , j 1,..., nt ,
the numerical approximating solution to equation
(9) is expressed as

Ti ,jk1

p1Ti j1,k  pTi ,jk  q1Ti j1,k  p 2Ti ,jk 1  q 2Ti ,jk 1 (17)

where

pi

(riD  si | v i |) / O
®
¯riD / O

if v i t 0,
if v i  0,

(18)

qi

riD / O
®
¯(riD  s i | v i |) / O

if v i t 0,
if v i  0,

for i=1,2, and p=1–p1– p2– q1– q2.
In the numerical simulations, the term Q2 is always positive and the space and time intervals are assumed by satisfying the stability condition [D’ACUNTO, 2012] and changed until the solution no longer
varies. Therefore the space and time interval adopted are 'x = 'y = 0.075 m and 't = 15 min. Indeed, the
results obtained by the Upwind Method were compared to those calculated by the Explicit method,
adopting the central approximation for the advec-

tive derivative [D’ACUNTO, 2012]. Both the solutions
match very well.
3.2 Groundwater flow equation
Coupling between advection and diffusion in
the calculation of heat extraction from the subsoil requires that the groundwater velocity field be
known. In order to evaluate the effects of the GHE
on water flow, the groundwater velocity field is considered uncoupled from the heat transfer equation
in three different ways:
(i) the component along the y axis of the water
velocity is set as uniform, neglecting the effect of the
GHE which is an obstacle to water flow. In particular, five different velocities are taken into account:
2·10-5, 9.5·10-6, 7·10-6, 4.5·10-6, 2·10-6 m/s;
(ii) the component of water velocity along the
y axis is variable over space, neglecting the component along the x axis that occurs around the pile;
(iii) both components of water velocity along the
x and y axes are variable over space; in particular,
the x-component of Darcy’s velocity is greater than
zero in magnitude. Indeed, as can be seen in figure
3a, the velocity vectors have both a negative and positive x-component both upstream and downstream
of the piles.
In cases (ii) and (iii), the distribution of groundwater velocity is calculated by using the finite element method (FEM) implemented in Matlab platform. In figure 3, three flow fields calculated by the
three types of groundwater flow discussed above are
reported; the intensity vectors are calculated for hydraulic conductivity of 3.5·10-4m/s.
Equation 7 is solved for a homogeneous and
isotropic porous medium in steady state conditions

Fig. 3 – Fields of velocity for three different models: a) complete combined model (vx and vy 0); b) simplified combined
model (vx=0); c) uncoupled model (vy=constant).
Fig. 3 – Campi di velocità per tre differenti modellazioni: a) modello accoppiato completo (vx e vy 0); b) modello accoppiato semplificato
(vx=0); c) modello disaccoppiato (vy=constant).
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Tab. I – Values of the adopted parameters.
Tab. I – Valori assegnati ai parametri.

n

keff
[W/(m °C)]

Ugcg
[J/(m3°K)]

Uwcw
[J/
(m3°K)]

Uscs
[J/
(m3°K)]

Qy
[m/s]

K
[m/s]

i

q
[W/
m2]

dry sand

0.39

2.4

2.5·106

4.19·106

1.45 ·106

0

-

-

5

wet sand

0.39

2.4

2.5·106

4.19·106

1.45 ·106

2·10-6

-

-

8

clay

0.37

1.3

2.53·106

4.19·106

1.55 ·106

0

-

-

21

dry sand

0.30

1.7

2.2·106

4.19·106

1.3 ·106

0

-

-

21

0.02

21

Analysis

Validation

GHPE
working
wet sand

0.39

2.5·106

2.4

considering the same geometry analysed in the heat
transfer problem:
2

 K' h ( x , y )

0,

( x, y )  :

(19)

4.19·106

K

1.45 ·106

wh
( xb , y )
wx

2·10-5, 1·10-3,
9.5·10-6 4.75·10-4
7·10-6 3.5·10-4
4.5·10-6 2.25·10-4
2·10-6
1·10-4

0,

K

wh
( xb  l x , y )
wx

0,
(23)

yb d y d yb  l y

K

wh
(0, y )
wx

0,

K

wh
( Lx , y )
wx

0,

0  y  L y (20)

h( x,0) h1 19.84 m, h (x, Ly ) h2 7.93 m, 0 d x d Lx (21)
The total head is set equal to the pressure head.
The elevation does not contribute to the flow as the
horizontal domain is analysed. The pore pressure
heads applied at the boundaries were calculated by
using the solutions of an infinite soil slope (inclination of 5°) with the water table parallel to the slope
placed at the ground surface [IVERSON, 1990]. This
assumption proves efficient if the boundaries are far
from the pile and the horizontal plane is deep and
unaffected by seasonal oscillation. In particular, the
pore pressures in equation (21) refer to the horizontal plane at a depth from the groundwater table of
20 m on the upstream side and 8 m on the downstream side. These total heads are able to reproduce
the mean unit gradient of 0.02, calculated as (h1–
h2)/Ly, and according to the value assigned to the
hydraulic conductivity, K (Tab. I), a constant velocity
far from the GHE.
Moreover, since the water flow cannot cross the
pile, the conditions assumed around the pile are:

wh
K
( x, y b )
wy

0,

wh
K ( x, y b  l y )
wy

xb  x  xb  l x ,
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Velocities calculated by the FEM code are loaded in the solving FDM code which integrates the
heat-transfer equation. The effects of the pile on the
groundwater field, especially around the pile, are
thus correctly taken into account.

4. Validation of the numerical model
The numerical model was validated by comparing the results with the solution of analytical theories available in the literature. The geometry discussed in § 3.1 at points (ii), (iv) and (v) is adopted;
the solution for heat extraction from the pile and
the values assigned to the parameters are summarised in table 1.
4.1 Conduction equation (v=0)
The numerical model of the conduction equation is validated by comparing the results with the
analytical solution of infinite line source (ILS) [KELVIN and THOMSON, 1882]:
'T

0,
(22)

qs
4Skeff

f

³

§ r2
¨
¨ 4 taeff
©

exp  [
·
¸
¸
¹

[

d[

(24)

and cylindrical line source theory (CILS) [INGERSOLL
et al., 1954; CARSLAW and JAEGER, 1946]:
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Fig. 4 – Validation of the numerical model with null velocity: comparison of the numerical calculations with the results of
CILS and ILS at a distance of 0.3 m a), 0.6 m b), 1.5 m c) and 3 m d) from the centre of the pile.
Fig. 4 – Validazione del modello numerico con velocità nulla: confronto della temperatura calcolata numericamente con le soluzioni dei
modelli lineare e cilindrico a distanza di 0.3, 0.6, 1.5 e 3 m dal centro del palo.

'T

qs
G z, p
k eff

(25)

z

D eff t
r
; p
rb
rb2

(26)

In equation (25) the expression G(z, p) (often
called the G-function) is relatively complex and involves integration from zero to infinity of complicated functions including some Bessel functions of
first and second kind. G(z, p) has often been approximated using various tabular and algebraic expressions. Major contributions on this subjects have been
made by INGERSOLL et al. [1954], KAVANAUGH [1985]
and more recently by BERNIER [2001].
Here the integral of equation (24) is solved
numerically by a code developed in MATLAB 2010
[D’ACUNTO, 2012] whose results at some fixed points
match those tabulated in CHAUDHRY and ZUBAIR
[1994] for null velocity. As regards eq. (25), some
numerical expressions of the G-function proposed
by KLEIN [2000] are adopted and the radius of cylinder is assigned equal to 0.3 m, that is tangent to
the square pile. Moreover, spatial superimposition is
considered for the analytical solutions due to the geometry of the numerical model. Extraction from the
energy pile of a heat flux of 5 W/m2 for 30 days was
simulated; with respect to the other boundaries and
the initial temperature field the same conditions discussed in §3.2 are adopted. In figure 4a-d the solutions are evaluated at a distance of 0.3, 0.6, 1.5 and

3 m from the centre of the pile along the y-axis. The
analytical (ILS and CILS) and numerical solutions
are in good agreement especially at some distance
from the pile, as expected. At the boundary of the
pile a small lack of fit occurs because no shape of
heat source in analytical solutions (the line source,
the cylindrical source) matches the geometry of the
pile so as to be modelled into a numerical code (a
square source).
4.2 Advection-diffusion equation (v z 0)
The numerical model, in this case, is validated
by comparing the results with the analytical solutions
of the moving infinite line source, MILS [SUTTON et
al., 2003]:
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For the meaning of parameters, reference should
be made to [SUTTON et al., 2003] and for the notation
to the list of symbols. Here, in the framework of the
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Fig. 5 – Validation of the numerical model in the presence of groundwater flow: comparison of the numerical calculations
with the results of the MILS model upstream and downstream of the pile at a distance of 0.3 a), 1.05 b), 2.1 c) and 3 m d),
and at a distance of 2.1 c) and 3 m d) along the x-axes from the centre of the pile.
Fig. 5 – Validazione del modello numerico in presenza di falda in moto: confronto della temperatura calcolata numericamente con le
soluzioni del modello lineare in movimento a distanza di 0.3, 1.05, 2.1, 3 m dal centro del palo sia a monte che a valle lungo l’asse y ed a
distanza di 2.1 e 3 m dal centro del palo lungo l’asse x.

analytical solution, a code developed in MATLAB
2010 [D’ACUNTO, 2012] is used to solve the integral
in equation (27) whose solution was compared with
those of the ‘generalized incomplete gamma function’ of CHAUDHRY and ZUBAIR [1994] at some points
and proved in good agreement. Spatial superimposition is considered for the analytical solutions due to
the geometry of the numerical model and an extraction from the energy pile of a heat flux of 8 W/m2
for 30 days was simulated. The solution is evaluated
at a distance of 0.3, 1.05, 2.1 and 3 m along the y-axis
both downstream and upstream of the centre of the
pile; the solution is also evaluated at a distance of
2.1 and 3 m along the x-axis between two piles [CICCOLELLA et al., 2014]. The analytical and numerical
solutions are reported in figure 5a-d and are in good
agreement. A good match also occurs at the edge of
the pile contrary to what happened for the validation of the conductive equation (§4.1). Indeed, the
heat flux due to convection prevails strongly over the
conductive term and annuls the effects related to the
different geometry of the pile.

5. Results and discussion

rated sand, where groundwater flow occurs, are presented and discussed. The soil temperature is represented both against time at points at different distances from the centre of the pile (see Tab. II) and
as a function of distance along the y axis from the
centre of the pile on some days of the year.

Tab. II – Location of points where data were processed.
Tab. II – Posizione dei punti in cui sono mostrati i risultati.
Coordinates
[m]
y
0

Points
x
B
F

yb -

G
H
C
FF
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2.7

l
xb  x
2

0
0.3 distance from the up-

GG

yb  l y + 1.2

HH

2.7

L

per horizontal edge
of the borehole

0

D

yb 

xb -

In the following subsections the results obtained in clay and dry sand, and then those in satu-

distance from the
lower horizontal edge
1.2
of the borehole

0.3

1.2

ly
2

distance from the first
vertical edge
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Fig. 6 – Solutions of conduction equation (v=0): Soil temperature at four different points: C a), FF b), GG c), HH d) plotted
against time for clay and dry sand.
Fig. 6 – Soluzioni dell’equazione conduttiva (v=0): andamento della temperatura nel tempo in argilla e sabbia asciutta nei punti: C a),
FF b), GG c), HH d).

Fig. 7 – Solutions of conduction equation (v=0): Soil temperature along section A-Ac in dry sand when the system is working
a) and when it stops working b).
Fig. 7 – Soluzioni dell’equazione conduttiva (v=0): profilo di temperatura lungo la sezione A-Ac in sabbia asciutta: sistema in funzione a),
sistema spento b).

5.1. Conduction equation (v=0)
The results for dry sand and clay are described
in this subsection, considering conduction to be the
only mechanism of heat transport. In this case the
soil temperature field modified by heat extraction is
axial-symmetric to the pile axis. In figure 6 soil mean

daily temperatures calculated in dry sand and clay
at four different distances from the pile (points C,
FF, GG, HH, see table 2) are reported. The temperatures are calculated for a time interval 't of 15 minutes and space interval of 0.075 m. After 137 days of
heat extraction, the soil temperature decreases by 5°
and 6° around the pile (point C), 4° and 4.5° at 30
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cm (point FF), 2.5° and 2.8° at 1.2 m (point GG),
and 1.5° and 1.4° at 2.7 m (point HH), respectively,
in dry sand and clay. Maintaining the heat extraction
rate constant, the decrease in temperature is higher
near the pile surface in the clay because it has lower
thermal conductivity. When the system stops working, a soil temperature of about 14.5° is established
after more than 100 days around the pile in both the
soil type. Hence the initial conditions of 15.5° are
not restored.
In figure 7 the soil temperature profile along the
section A-Ac in dry sand on different days is reported: profiles reported in figure 7a refer to the working period, those in figure 7b to the switching-off period. After one year, a square area (30 x 30 m) is
strongly affected by heat extraction (Fig. 7b), and
the soil temperature is lower than the initial one, as
clearly emerges from figure 6.
Therefore the thermal load used in the analysis
is not well balanced, and the temperature around
the pile continues to decrease over the years, as
does the system efficiency. The cooling operation
in summer may be a suitable solution, injecting
enough heat to restore the natural temperature
field, but it may not agree with the load requirement of the building in that specific location. The
soil temperature at points C, FF, GG, HH, calculated in dry sand for both the heating and cooling
mode over one year, for a typical building located in
Naples (Climatic Zone C, DPR 412/93 [23]), is reported in figure 8. In particular, the cooling mode,
in line with the climatic zone, works from June to
October for 12 hours per day and the cooling head
amounts to 25 W/m2instead of 21 W/m2 required
in the winter. For this load requirement, the difference with respect to the initial soil temperature
after one year amounts to + 0.3° instead of -1°, re-

Fig. 8 – Solutions of conduction equation (v=0): Mean daily temperature at four different points plotted against time
for heating/cooling mode.
Fig. 8 – Soluzioni dell’equazione conduttiva (v=0): Andamento
nel tempo della temperatura media giornaliera in quattro punti
per funzionamento misto (riscaldamento/raffrescamento).
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sulting for the heating-working mode alone; therefore neither of the systems are well balanced. However, soil temperatures were determined over five
years for both heating and mixed systems for a typical building in Naples. The increase/decrease in
soil temperature calculated at the edge of the pile
for heating mode and mixed mode respectively
is reported in figure 9. The variation in soil temperature over the years is less than linear for both
modes; in particular, the data are well interpreted
by regression logarithmic function.
Therefore the GCHP systems can achieve
better energy performance in specific locations
where heating and cooling loads of buildings are
well balanced all years. However, most buildings
in warm-climate or cold-climate areas have unbalanced loads, dominated by either cooling loads or
heating loads. When GCHP systems are applied to
heating-dominated buildings in cold climates, they
need an extremely large land area to satisfy the
higher heating load requirement. In this case, the
high initial cost and extensive land area required

Fig. 9 – Increase/decrease in soil temperature against time,
for 5 years of working in heating mode (a) and in mixed
mode system (b) of a typical building located in Naples.
Fig. 9 – Incremento/decremento della temperatura nel sottosuolo
nel tempo, in 5 anni di funzionamento di un sistema geotermico
in solo riscaldamento (a) o in riscaldamento/raffrescamento (b),
tipico di un edificio ubicato a Napoli.
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Fig. 10 – Advection-diffusion equation (v ≠ 0): Soil temperature in saturated sand at six different points B a), C b), F c), FF
d), G e), GG f), H g), HH h) plotted against time, changing the modelling of field water velocity around the pile for a velocity of 2·10-5 m/s.
Fig. 10 – Equazione advettiva-diffusiva (v ≠ 0): andamento della temperatura nel tempo in sabbia satura nei punti: B a), C b), F c), FF
d), G e), GG f), H g), HH h), con velocità di 2·10-5 m/s, per tre differenti modellazioni del moto di filtrazione.

for GHE installation restrict wider applications of
GCHP technology in buildings with unbalanced
loads. Therefore the contribution of convection, if
present, should be considered; otherwise the construction of hybrid systems (HGCHP) could be suitable [YANG et al., 2010]. In fact, incorporating a supplemental heat rejecter/absorber can reduce a fair
amount of heat rejected to, or extracted from, the
ground and then effectively balance the ground
thermal load, which can consequently reduce the
initial cost of the system and improve the operating
performance.

5.2. Advection-diffusion equation (v ≠ 0)
The results obtained for the case of saturated
sand with groundwater flowing through it are shown
in this subsection. In the problem solved, the heat is
transferred in advection and conduction modes concurrently.
In figures 10-12 the soil mean daily temperatures at six different distances from the pile
(points B,F, G,H upstream, C, GG, FF and HH
downstream, see Fig. 2) calculated for three different values of velocities plausible in saturated sand
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Fig. 11 – Advection-diffusion equation (v z0): Soil temperature in saturated sand at six different points B a), C b), F c), FF
d), G e), GG f), H g), HH h) plotted against time, changing the modelling of field water velocity around the pile for a velocity of 7·10-6 m/s.
Fig. 11 – Equazione advettiva-diffusiva (v z0): andamento della temperatura nel tempo in sabbia satura nei punti: B a), C b), F c), FF
d), G e), GG f), H g), HH h). con velocità di 7·10-6 m/s, per tre differenti modellazioni del moto di filtrazione.

(2·10-5, 7·10-6, 2·10-6 m/s) are plotted against time.
They were calculated for uniform velocity along direction y (Q2 = constant; Q2 = 0) (i), and for velocity
calculated by the FEM variable near the pile, taking
into account the y component alone (Q2 = variable;
Q1 = 0) (ii) and both components x and y (Q2 = variable; Q1 = variable) (iii). The soil mean daily temperature was calculated for a time interval 't of 15 minutes and space interval 'x = 'y of 0.075 m. With regard to groundwater flow calculated by FEM, the velocity along axis y maintains a constant value everywhere apart from around the pile where the com-
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ponents along x occur downstream and upstream of
the pile.
Observing figures 10-12 for any water velocity value, the following considerations hold: i) thanks to
groundwater flow, steady-state conditions both in operating times and in switching-off times are very quickly
established; ii) initial conditions are restored 140 days
after the beginning of operations; iii) the groundwater
flow has a considerable effect on the soil temperature
variation downstream. Indeed, the highest soil temperature reduction occurs downsteam, where heat extraction and groundwater flow follow opposite directions.
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Fig. 12 – Advection-diffusion equation (v z0): Soil temperature in saturated sand at six different points B a), C b), F c), FF d), G e),
GG f), H g), HH h) plotted against time, changing the modelling of field water velocity around the pile for a velocity of 2·10-6 m/s.
Fig. 12 – Equazione advettiva-diffusiva (v z0): andamento della temperatura nel tempo in sabbia satura, nei punti: B a), C b), F c), FF
d), G e), GG f), H g), HH h).con velocità di 2·10-6 m/s, per tre differenti modellazioni del moto di filtrazione.

However, assumption of unidirectional uniform
velocity overestimates the reduction in the soil temperature especially around the pile for water velocities of 2·10-5. If the velocity component along the
horizontal axis is taken into account, a better balance between the reduction in soil temperature upstream and downstream of the pile is achieved. Indeed, the vertical component of flow downstream
and upstream of the pile is negligible, while the horizontal components of the flow vector, according to
their direction (see Figs. 10 and 12), provide a higher decrease in soil temperature upstream and conversely (lower) downstream respect to the solution

with v2=const. However, the benefit gained from using a combined model depends on the magnitude
of the velocity: for velocities lower than v=2·10-6 m/s
the uniform seepage field velocity may already be
used without making considerable errors in temperature estimation, as emerges from figure 12.
To highlight the effects of water velocity, maps of
soil temperature at day 60 of the working period, calculated under the three different models of groundwater flow, are reported in figures 13 and 14 for velocities of 2·10-6 and 7·10-6 m/s, respectively. As shown
by both the figures, the shape of the heat perturbation becomes an elongated ellipse because the phe-
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Fig. 13 – Map of soil temperature for velocity of 2·10-6 m/s under three different models: a) combined model (vx e vy z0);
b) combined model neglecting vx component; c) un-coupled model, vy=constant.
Fig. 13 – Campi di temperature per velocità di 2·10-6 m/s per tre differenti modellazioni del moto di filtrazione: a) modello accoppiato
completo (vx e vy z0); b) modello accoppiato semplificato (vx=0); c) modello disaccoppiato (vy=constant).

Fig. 14 – Map of soil temperature for velocity of 7·10-6 m/s under three different models: a) combined model (vx e vy z0);
b) combined model neglecting the vx component; c) un-coupled model, vy=constant.
Fig. 14 – Campi di temperature per velocità di 7·10-6 m/s per tre differenti modellazioni del moto di filtrazione: a) modello accoppiato
completo (vx e vy z0); b) modello accoppiato semplificato (vx=0); c) modello disaccoppiato (vy=constant).
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Fig. 15 – Advection-diffusion equation (v z0): Profile of soil temperature in saturated sand calculated by combined model
of groundwater flow for a velocity of 2·10-5 m/s along section A-A a); soil temperature profiles calculated for each different
model of groundwater flow, for a velocity of 2·10-6 m/s b), and a velocity of 9.5·10-6 m/s c).
Fig. 15 – Equazione advettiva-diffusiva (v z0): profilo di temperatura calcolato in sabbia satura per modello accoppiato e v=2·10-5 m/s
lungo la sezione A-A a), profili di temperatura per i tre tipi di modellazione del moto di filtrazione per velocità di 2·10-6 m/s b) e 9.5·10-6
m/s c).

nomenon is not axial symmetrical as in a conductive
equation. The temperature field generated by low velocity, 2·10-6 m/s (Fig. 13), is unaffected by the type
of groundwater flow modelling. The soil temperature
calculated in the combined model (Fig.13a) matches
that obtained by using constant velocity (13c), apart
from a slight overestimation of perturbation at 10 m
from the pile. On the contrary, the temperature field
generated by high velocity (7·10-5 m/s) is strongly
affected by proper modelling of groundwater flow
(Fig. 14); taking into account a velocity higher than
zero at the edge of the pile greatly overestimates the
decrease in temperature also at many metres downstream of the pile. Although the flow reverts to being
almost uniform once the pile is passed (1 m away),
the perturbation due to the high velocity imposed at
the edge of the pile spreads, holding the same intensity during the whole working period. Therefore in
order to perform a proper energy balance, good estimation of groundwater flow is necessary especially for
higher values of velocity.
In figure 15 the soil temperature profile calculated by the combined model for a velocity of 2·10-5

along the section A-Ac is reported for different days.
During operating times, only the area beyond the
pile is influenced by heat extraction (Fig. 14a). The
volume involved is greater than that in the absence of
water flow, but the soil temperature reduction is 1.5°
on the pile surface and less than 0.2° at 20 m from
the pile. In figures 15b and 15c the soil temperature
profiles calculated on the 60th working day for each
mode of groundwater flow modelling are shown for
velocities of 2·10-6 and 9.5·10-6 m/s respectively. The
differences between the modes are appreciable only
in figure 15c, that is for a velocity of 9.5·10-6.
In figure 16 the mean soil daily temperature calculated with the combined model is shown for velocities of 2·10-4, 2·10-5, 2·10-6, 2·10-7, 2·10-8m/s; the
reduction in soil temperature at the pile surface is
a decreasing non-linear function of velocity. Moreover, for very low water velocities, the mean soil temperature is very close to that obtained by using null
velocity.
The results found so far are summarised in figure 17. The difference in initial temperature and
that established at steady state, at fixed points down-
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Fig. 16 – Advection-diffusion equation (v z0): Soil temperature in saturated sand at four different points B a), C b), F c), FF
d) calculated by the combined model of groundwater flow plotted against time for different velocities.
Fig. 16 – Equazione advettiva-diffusiva (v z0): andamenti della temperatura nel tempo in sabbia satura nei punti: B a), C b), F c), FF
d) calcolati con il modello accoppiato per differenti velocità.

Fig. 17 – Reduction in mean daily soil temperature around the pile against the water velocity for different modelling of
groundwater flow at points C a), FF b), GG c), HH d), B e) and D f).
Fig. 17 – Riduzione della temperature media giornaliera intorno al palo al variare della velocità dell’acqua nei punti C a), FF b), GG c),
HH d), B e) and D f) per tre tipi di modellazione del moto di filtrazione intorno al palo.
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stream, upstream and at the side of the pile, are plotted as a function of water velocity intensity (five values: 2·10-5, 9.5·10-6, 7·10-6, 4.5·10-6, 2·10-6 m/s) for
each mode of groundwater flow modelling. Observing figure 17, it is pointed out: (i) for velocities higher than 4.5·10-6 m/s the soil temperature reduction
is overestimated by 2° or more at point C and 1° or
more at point FF and GG by using a uniform field
velocity; (ii) the results upstream of the pile do not
change with the variation in ground water flow modelling; (iii) uniform field velocity can be adopted for
velocities lower than 2-4·10-6 m/s without making
large errors.
Summing up, groundwater flow brings about a
lower reduction in soil temperature especially close
to the pile and contributes to recovering the initial
conditions very quickly without requiring mixed
working in heat and cool modes or hybrid systems.
Although the use of GCHP systems is more suitable
in soils where groundwater flow occurs, the right velocity field for seepage around the pile may be used
for water velocities higher than 4·10-6 m/s in order
to optimise system design.

However, the results shown in this study suggest
that the groundwater flow field has to be correctly
evaluated, taking into account the influence of piles
on the water velocity field to ensure a good energy balance in the subsoil. Modelling uniform seepage provides an overestimate of soil temperature reduction with respect to that taking into account the
pile as an obstacle to flow. Nevertheless, the benefit
gained from modelling the seepage around the pile
depends on the magnitude of the velocity: for velocities lower than v=2-4·10-6 m/s the uniform seepage
field velocity may already be used without making
considerable errors in temperature estimation.
Therefore the best GCHP design occurs in saturated soil, where groundwater flow is present, with
the array of piles normal to the water velocity direction. It should take account of right groundwater
flow around the piles. The described approach could
be a good way to optimise the design of GCHP systems, especially when the primary aim is to achieve
economical implementation.

6. Conclusions

Symbols

In this study the soil temperature field resulting
from heat extraction from the subsoil was investigated. The region inside the pile, including the grout,
the U-tube pipes and the circulating fluid inside the
pipes, was not modelled but a heat flux according
to the climate zone was applied simply at the edge
of the piles. Therefore the pile-soil heat interaction
is neglected and its effects on the soil temperature
are not taken into account. Thus conclusions are approximate because a partial geothermal system was
studied.
However, several conclusions about the extraction of heat from the subsoil via GCHP systems can
be drawn from analysing the results of numerical
simulations. Groundwater flow is able to reduce
the increase/decrease in soil temperature in cooling/heating mode and to restore the initial undisturbed temperature in the subsoil very quickly. When groundwater flow is present, it greatly
influences the temperature field in the subsoil as
modified by heat extraction, improving the performance of the system. GCHP systems can achieve
better energy performance in specific locations
where heating and cooling loads of buildings are
well balanced all the years. However, most buildings in warm-climate or cold-climate areas have unbalanced loads, dominated by either cooling loads
or heating loads. Therefore the contribution of
convection, if present, should be considered; otherwise the construction of hybrid systems (HGCHP) could be suitable.

cg soil heat capacity
cs solid heat capacity
cw water heat capacity
E Young’s modulus
K soil hydraulic conductivity
keff effective thermal conductivity
kw water thermal conductivity
ks solid thermal conductivity
h total head
H pile length
n soil porosity
nx total number of nodes along the x axis
ny total number of nodes along the y axis
Ly length of domain analysed
Lx width of domain analysed
ly pile size in direction y
lx pile size in direction x
p mean total stress
Pe Peclet number
qs heat flow to be extracted from the pile
r radial distance from the pile
rb bore radius
t time
T soil temperature
tt total period analysed
tw time of working system
u pore water pressure
xb coordinate of the pile with respect to the left vertical edge
yb coordinate of the pile with respect to the lower
horizontal edge

Nomenclature
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vector of water velocity
v1 water velocity along the x-axis
v2 water velocity along the y-axis
Greek symbols
Deff
Jw
'x
't
'y
HQ
-

thermal diffusivity
water specific weight
space intervals along the x-axis
time intervals
space intervals along the y-axis
volumetric strain
angular coordinate in a cylindrical reference frame rad
Q Poisson index
rUs soil density
Us solid density
Uw water density
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Modellazione numerica della filtrazione
nei problemi di estrazione di calore dal
sottosuolo
Sommario
Negli ultimi anni lo sfruttamento di energia geotermica a
bassa entalpia come fonte di energia rinnovabile ha avuto un
forte impulso in gran parte d’Europa. L’utilizzo delle risorse
geotermiche presenta indubbi e notevoli vantaggi: assenza di
emissioni di CO2 in atmosfera, mancato ricorso a sostanze
facilmente infiammabili o esplosive e inesauribilità di questa fonte
energetica economicamente vantaggiosa. I sistemi geotermici per
il riscaldamento o raffreddamento di edifici utilizzano il calore

disponibile nei primi 150 metri di terreno mediante pompe di
calore; tali sistemi possono essere chiusi o aperti, i primi sono
oggetto del presente articolo. I sistemi chiusi sono comunemente
noti in letteratura come Ground-Coupled Heat Pumps (GCHP)
(sistema termico accoppiato con il sottosuolo) ed utilizzano il
sottosuolo stesso per accumulare o cedere calore, rispettivamente
per il raffreddamento e riscaldamento degli edifici. L’intero sistema
è composto da: un sistema di geo-scambio, una pompa di calore e
un terminale di scambio (GHE).
Il sistema di geo-scambio può essere costituito da un sistema
di tubi interrati in cui circola un fluido termovettore capace di
scambiare calore con il terreno mediante fenomeni di trasporto
diffusivi. I tubi possono essere installati in sonde verticali,
dissipatori orizzontali o pali energetici.
L’articolo esamina il calore estratto mediante pali energetici da
sottosuolo di argilla e di sabbia sia asciutta che satura in presenza
di falda in movimento. In particolare è analizzato quanto la corretta
modellazione del moto di filtrazione intorno al palo influenzi il
campo di temperature durante il funzionamento dell’impianto
geotermico. A tal fine è stato utilizzato un modello matematico 2-D
costituito dall’equazione del bilancio di calore e del flusso d’acqua
nel sottosuolo; le relative equazioni differenziali a derivate parziali
sono state integrate numericamente con metodi alle differenze finite
(FDM) e metodi agli elementi finiti (FEM). Il modello numerico
è stato validato mediante soluzioni analitiche disponibili in
letteratura; in particolare le temperature calcolate in assenza di
falda in movimento sono state confrontate con le soluzioni analitiche
della sorgente di calore lineare e cilindrica, le temperature calcolate
in presenza di falda in moto con le soluzioni analitiche relative alla
sorgente lineare in movimento.
I risultati confermano che la falda in moto è capace di
ripristinare velocemente a sistema spento la temperatura
indisturbata nel terreno e che è essenziale modellare correttamente
il moto dell’acqua intorno al palo per valori di velocità > 2·10-5
m/s, in quanto assumendo una velocità uniforme di filtrazione le
perturbazioni nel campo di temperature dovute al funzionamento del
sistema risultano sovrastimate.
Keywords: Modellazione numerica, Flusso d’acqua nel
sottosuolo, Pali energetici, Sistema geotermico accoppiato.
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